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ON THE UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
AND ON THE CONVERGENCE OF SUCCESSIVE 
APPROXIMATIONS FOR CERTAIN INITIAL PROBLEMS 
OF EQUATIONS OF THE HIGHER ORDERS 
VLADIMÍR ĎURIKOVIČ, Bratislava 
1. Introduction. The problem of the convergence of successive approxima­
tions with respect to the ordinary differential equations and systems of ordinary 
differential equations was observed in F. B a u e r ' s papers [1] and [2] under 
the conditions of the Krasnosielski and Krein type. B. P a l c z e w s k i [4] showed 
that by the Krasnosielski-Krein conditions it is possible also to secure the 
uniqueness of solution of the Darboux problem and the convergence of com­
petent successive approximations. In the present paper it will be our aim to 
determine conditions securing both the uniqueness of solution of the given 
initial problem (1), (2) and the convergence of the Picard successive approxi­
mations belonging to this problem. 
2. The uniqueness of solution. In our considerations we shall use the fol­
lowing notations: 
a) An arbitrary set of points X(xi, . . . , xm) from the m-dimensional Euclidean 
space (m > 2) for which 0 < x% < At, 0 < xt < At, At > 0, i = 1, . . . , m 
resp., will be denoted by R°, R resp. 
Further, let the symbols Rjc, Rij resp., for 1 < k, l,j <m, I <j denote 
the m — 1-dimensional, the m — 2-dimensional closed domain of the points 
Xjc(Xi, . . . , Xjc-l, Xjc+l, . . . , xm), Xij(Xi, . . . , #/_i , Xl+i, . . . , #/_l , Xj+i, . . . , xm), 
resp., with the coordinates 0 < xt < At for all i ^ k, i ^ I, j , resp. 
b) Let us define the domains E° = R° x {— oo < u < + oo} and E = 
= Rx{—co<u<+ oo}. 
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c) We denote the simplex in the v-dimensional Euxlidean space Ev with the 
v + 1 linearly independent vertices S0(09 . . . , 0) 9S\(£9 0, . . . , 0), . . . , -5V_i 
(L • • •, L 0), Sv(g9 . . . , i)9 i > 0 by E\, i.e. E\ is the set of points P e E
v for which 
P = CCQSQ + aiiJi + . . . + avSv, 
where ao + ai + . . . + ocv = 1, oci > 0 for i = 0, 1, . . . , v. If | = 0, then 
I0 = So. 
d) Let us consider the set M(R) of the function v(X) which are defined and 




on R for 0 <tj <hj9 j = 1, . . . , m and 1 < ^_tj < ^hf — 1. By D\ we denote 
?=i ?=i 
the differential operator and Dxv(X) = v(X). 
Now, we can define the initial problem and the notion of its solution as 
follows: 
Under the solution of the initial problem 
(1) Dll...Dkx:u=f(X9u)9XeRo 
(2) [D%u(X)]Xr=0 = af\Xr)9 Xr e Rr; ir = 0, 1, . . . , hr - 1; r = 1, . . . , m 
maf\Xr)]x^ = [D%af\Xs)]Xr^9 XrseRrs 
r z£s9 ir = 0, 1, . . . , hr — 1; j s = 0, 1, . . . , hs — 1; r, s = 1, . . . , r a , 
where the function f(X9 u) is continuous on E and o"^
r)(Kr) has continuous 
derivatives D\ . . . &£p£x . . . D
lZo?\Xr) on Rr for 0<lj<hjf j = 
= 1, . . . , m, j -^ r, we understand any function w(X) G Jf(i?) with the con-
tinuous derivative D*1 ... DkXmu in R° and satisfying the conditions (1), (2). 
I t can be shown by an elementary calculation that the problem (1), (2) 
and that one of solving the following integral equation 
(3) u(X) = G0(X) + f dfn ... f f[S, u(S)} d{im 
V * - \>km 
--X1 --xm 
are mutually equivalent for X e R9 where S = (£i9 , | m ) and \n9i = 1 , . . . , m 
denotes the Lebesgue measure defined in the space Eki. The function 6?0(X) 
can be explicitly expressed by the initial functions a^r)(Xr). This assertion 
follows directly from the relation 
m 
oVX) = zL ^ ^{_1y-i^^[I)hu^^u{X)^t 
7=0 ii,...,ij h,'..,lj .c.i=0 
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where 0 < h < kiy — 1, . . . , 0 < lj < k^ — 1 and (h, . . . , ij) is an arbitrary 
combination of the m natural numbers (1, . . . , m) j at a time for ix < . . . < ij. 
By means of (3) we define the Picard sequence of successive approximations 
for the problem (1), (2) 
(4) un+i(X) = G(X) + | d fxi... j f[S, un(S)]d fim, 
v f c l vfc»» 
- -*1 ^xm 
where n = 0, 1, . . . , uo(X) e C(R) and the function G(X) e M(R) satisfies 
conditions (2) and D\\... Dkx
m
mG(X) = 0 on R. 
Before we approach the convergence of the successive approximations (4) 
we must prove the following: 
Lemma 1. Let the function v(X) > 0 be continuous in the domain R and the 
integral inequalities 
K 
v(S)dium, K > 0 (5) v<X) < d,ui... #•••£ 
m; 
(6) v(X) < j d,«i . . . / Gi^(S)d/xm, C > 0, 0 < a < 1 
v * 1 v f c m 
hold on R, where 
m 
(1) kj]/~K(l — a) < kj — (kj — 1)(1 - a), kj > 1, j = 1, .. 
then v(X) = 0 in the domain R. 
Proof . Let us denote M = sup v(X). From the assumption (6) we get 
R 
v(X) < C1+x+~'+«n Man+1 {a$ ... x^) 1 + a + -+ a n + 1 . 
Hence we obtain the estimate 
(8) 0 < v(X) < cx/1"a (aj*» . . . x^) a / 1- a . 
Let us define now the function Q(X) as follows: 
«X)-ÍJЙ* A Г * M ] , ( v(X) for Z G i ^ o 
for XeR — R0. 
From (8) we get for X eR 
0 < O ( K ) < CШ-aT^^І-^-lXІ-^-^Ҷl-aШl-a) 
~~ ~ " í - 1 
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and with respect to (7) we have lim Q(X) = 0. Consequently, the above 
R°3X-»X0eR-R° 
defined function Q(X) is continuous in the domain R. We assert that Q(X) == 0 
on R. If this were not the case, there would exist a point Y(yl9 ...,ym)eR° 
for which 0 < Q(Y) = sup Q(X). This assertion leads us to the following 
conclusion 
Q(Y) <Tnv*'V*-*» d/Ji . . . к 
j-l 
£kt £k, 
£l • • • £m 
= r r ^ - ^ 1 d .̂.. I xTTip-ie(S)d/.m< 
i = l Zjl S j : * - l 
which is impossible. This completes the proof. 
R e m a r k 1. If 
m Ar f -1 nn 




г=1 г=1 ?=1 
(5') » ( * ) < 
пдаV^+i) 
Ф- - 1 ' ^ ^ Ђ *(-ЭДи». ^ > 0 г*i г* 
ьi •• • ь w 
Г * 1 
is considered instead of the inequality (5), then Lemma 1 remains true. 
R e m a r k 2. According to Lemma 1 we have immediately the following 
theorem on the uniqueness for the initial problem (1), (2). 
(9) 
Theorem 1. Letf(X, u) be a function defined and continuous onEand satisfying 
K 
\f(X,u)-f(X,v)\< \u — v\, K>0 fyJCx /ykm 
% ^ i • • • ^ m 
for (X,u), (X,v)eE<> ana< 
(10) | / (Z, u) -f(X, v)\ < C\u - v|«, C > 0, 0 < a < 1 
in the domain E, where 
m 
(11) kj]/K(l -a)<kj- (k} - 1)(1 - a), ks > 1, j = 1, . . . , 
Then the initial problem (1), (2) has at most one solution. 
R e m a r k 3. The following example shows that if none of the conditions 
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m. 
from (11) are satisfied Theorem 1 fails. Let us consider the initial problem 
(i) 
( i n 
where 
D™Dnyu =fr(x, y, u), (x, y) e (0, 1> X (0, 1> 
[DÍu(x, y)]x=0 = \_D[u(x, y)]y,0 = 0, x s <0, 1>, y e <0, 1> 
i = 1, . . . , m — l ; j = 1, •••, n — 1, 
fi(x, y, u) = 
0 
m-1 
for oo < u < 0 
















ПímV^ + ^П^V^+І) 
ѓ=0 j=0 
xmyn 
> ^ - ï т/— ^ ï т/— 
П ^ V ^ + ^ П ^ V ^ + І ) 
for u > 
?=o 
for (x, y)e D = <0, 1> x <0, 1> and K>0, 0 < a < l . B y easy calculations 
we can find out that the above defined function f± is continuous and bounded 
in the domain E = D x {— oo < u < + 00} and satisfies the conditions: 
Yl(m]/K + i)Y\(n]/K+j) 
|/i(o:, y, u) — /i(o;, y,v)\ < — — 
xmyn 
\u — v\ 
on {0 < x < 1} X {0 < y < 1} X {— 00 < u, v < + 00} and 
|/i(o:, y, u) — fx(x, y, v)\ <\u — t?|« 
in the domain E. If furthermore m]/K(l — a) < m — (m — 1)(1 — a) and 
w|/K(l — a) < n — (n — 1)(1 — a), then there exists one and only one 
solution u(x, y) = 0 of the given initial problem (I), (II). 
If m]/K(l — a) > m — (m — 1)(1 — a) and n]/K(l - a) > n — 
— (n — 1)(1 — a), then it is also obvious that the function 
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m-L П-L 
ui{x,y) = [ П ( r ø ] / Z + i)Y[{n)jK + j)]--/i-««в»Vx+m-yУÄ+n-i 
satisfies equation (I) and zero conditions \ I I ) . In this case we have at least 
two solutions of the given initial problem: u(x, y) = 0 and u(x, y) = Ui(x, y). 
3. The convergence of successive approximations. 
Theorem 2. If the function f(X, u) defined, continuous and bounded on E fulfils 
the conditions (9), (10), ( l l ) / rom Theorem 1, then the Picard sequence of successive 
approximations (4) uniformly converges to the unique solution of the problem 
(1), (2) in the domain B. 
Proof . Let us put M = sup \f(X, u)\. Then, in view of (4) 
\un+i(X) - un+i(Y)\ < \G(X) - G(Y)\ + 
+ g J d/*i ... | dfii-i J d(pi J d<p2 ... J df* X J djui+i ... j f(S, un)dfim\ < 
< ,«m -o ,™+--^-"i f t t^r i -w 
i=i ? = i 
for 7 = (j/i, . . . , t/m), I e B , n = 0 , l , . . . , where Uo(X) e C(B). Moreover 
m 
|«n+i(Z)| < max |0(X) | + MT~] • 
" Af 
1 ,XєB. k}\ 
І=l 
The continuity of G(X) and the above inequalities guarantee the equicon-
tinuity and uniform boundedness of the sequence {un(X)¥!Li defined by 
formula (4). We shall show that this sequence is uniformly convergent. The 
sequence of function {zn(X)}™=1 as 
(12) znlX) = sup \un+i(X) - un(X)\ 
i=i,2,... 
for X e B and n = 0, 1, . . . is again a sequence of equicontinuous and uniformly 
bounded functions. In any point X e B there exists 
(13) Umsupzn(Z) == z(X) 
n-*oo 
and furthermore, from the equicontinuity of the sequence {zn(^)}n=i ^ follows 
tha t the function z(X) is continuous in the domain B. The hypotheses (9) and 
(10) enable us to make the following statements: 
2 1 9 
\un+m+l(X) — Un+l(X)\ < J d/ î . . . J \f(S, Un+m) — f(S, Un)\ djUm < 
L km xm 
\un+m(S) — Un(S)\ djUm < d/xi ... 
K 
Ь 1 • • • Ь w; 
and 
l^n+wi+lí-í) — Un+l(X)\ < J d/^i . . . J O|wn+m(S') —- ̂ ( S ) ] djum. 
si; 2£ 






ь i • • • C n 
z(S)dџr> 
z(X)<jdp1...jCz"(S)dpm. 
Since the function z(-K) is continuous and z(X) > 0 on R the assumptions of 
Lemma 1 are satisfied. Hence z(X) = 0 in the domain R. This fact guarantees 
the validity of the equalities 
(14) lim sup zn(X) = lim inf zn(X) = lim zn(X) = 0 
w->oo w->oo n->co 
in every point X e R. The equicontinuity of the sequence of functions {zn(X)}^=l 
and the equality (14) secure the uniform convergence of this sequence to zero 
in the domain R. We may conclude from (12) and (14) that sequence {u^X)}^ 
is also uniformly convergent on R. Denoting u(X) = lim un(X) we get 
n-+co 
u(X) = G(X) + jdfn...j f[E, u(S)]dfim. 
V-"l v f c m 
^K\ ^xm 
The proof is given. 
R e m a r k 4. In this remark an example showing that the assertion of 
m 
Theorem 2 need not hold if kj]/K(l — a) > kj — (kj - 1)(1 - a), kj > 1 for 
j = 1, . . . , m, is given. 
I n fact, it is sufficient to take the initial problem 
(1') Dl\...Dxklu=f2(X,u), XeR
Q, fo > 1, i = 1, . . . , m , 
(2') [ Z ^ > ( K ) L = 0 = 0, Xr e Rr, i, = 0,1, ..., kr - 1, r = 1, ..., m, 
where 
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Ш, u) = 
-la/l-a 
/v."-l rұЛm 
ЉXX ' * *
 ЛXm 
m ki-1 »»,. 
, лп 
L i=i 3=0 
nn^V^+i) 
for — oo < u < 0 
/yAl /y."'TO 
x . d • • • ^.r... 
ki-1 m, 
, П 
L г=l з=0 
m KÍ-X >" . nn^V^+i) 
«/i-« ™ *Ľ} •?/— 
UU(^]/к+j) 
__ г=l з=0  
-*1 • • • л m 
U 
for 0 < U < 
for u > 
-U/l-a 
/v^l /yJCm 
л l • •* љm 
m kt-1 w . 
гтп 
L г=l з'=0 
ппtøV^+i) 
• - • .
ryK\ sykm 
*П • • ' xm  
m ki-1 «J 
T l / l - a 
i-1 w . 
п 
L ѓ=l з=0 
and K > 0, 0 < a < 1. We find out by easy calculations that the function 
/2(K, u) is continuous, bounded in the domain E and satisfies the conditions 
\ЫX,ч)-MX,v)\< 




Jbx . . . JLm 
\MX,u)-f2(X,v)\ <\u-v\« 
\u — v\ 
for (X, u), (X, v) EE. NOW, let us count the successive approximations (4) for 
G(X) = G0(X) = 0 and u0(X) = 0. 
a) In the case &/j/K(l -- a) < kj — (kj — 1)(1 — a) for j = 1, 
obtain for each n = 1,2,... 
- | l/ l-a 
syk\ /ykm 
^1 ••• x m 
, m we 
un(X) = m kt-1 w 
ПП^У^+i) 
L ѓ=l з'=0 
X 






( l - a K f c ž ý ^ + j ) 




hcK + (j + 1)(1 - a) 
Further, it is obvious that 
u(X) -- lim un(X) 
< 1 for all j=0, 1, ..., ki — 1 and i = 1, .. m. 
m ki-1 
1 1 1 1 ki« 
ť-=l j - 0 
«){!*]/K+j) 
cc + (j+ 1)(1 - a) 
X 
Іl- l 
X 1 + пп 
г=l j=0 
(l-aK^j/x+j)!-1 
fea + (j + l)íl - a)J 
- I l / l - a 
y A l 
Wî Ä - 1 W , 
үiүKk^/к+j) 
L ѓ=i j=0 
I t can be verified immediately, substituting the above function into equation 
(V) that u(X) is the unique solution of the problem (V), (2'). 
m 
b) If kj ]/K(l — oc) > kj — (kj — 1)(1 — a) for j = 1, ..., m, then the 
successive Picard approximations are given as follows: 
г m ki-1 
»^|ПЩ »»(A) = (1-*){!*]/K+jj 
ѓ=l j=0 
+ ( j + l ) ( l - a ) 
m ЛÍ - 1 
n n ^ y ^ + j) 
L i = l j o 
m 
(1 ~oc)(ki VK+J) 
for w = 0, 1, . . . because of > 1 for each j - 0, 1, . . . , 
hoc + (j + l)fl - a) 
&* — 1 and i = 1, . . . , m. We can easily see that the sequence of the appro-
ximations {vn(X)}™=1 does not converge. 
Perhaps it is worth mentioning that the results contained in Theorem 2 
may be transferred into a system of equations of type (1). 
Let U(X) = (ui(X), ...,uv(X)) denote a vector function defined in the 
domain R and lot F(X, U) = (fi(X, U), ...,fv(X, U)) be also a vector function 
of m + p variables defined on H = R X J~J {— oo < u% < -f oo}. Suppose 
i=i 
that the vector function ^ir)(Xr) = (ty<
w(.Xr), . . . , ^cp
{ir)(Xr)) is sufficiently 
regular on Rr for each ir = 0, 1, ..., kr — 1 and r = 1, . . . , m. 
Then we define the initial problem 
(15) D\\ ...DhxlU = F(X, U), XeR<>, kt > 1, i = 1, ...,m 
(16) [Z)£U(X)]^0 = 4>f\Xr), XreRr, ir = 0, 1, . . . , kr - 1; r 
[D%^\Xr)]^0 = [iy^\Xs)]^0, Xrs e Rrs 
1,. . . , w, 
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r фs, ir = 0, 1, ..., kr — 1; j s = 0, 1, . . . ks — 1; r, s = 1, . . . , m 
and its solution as a regular vector function in the domain E satisfying the 
conditions (15), (16). 
The initial problem thus defined is equivalent to a system of integral 
equations of type (3). 
If | |B | | denotes the norm of the vector B = (b\, . . . , bv) given as the sum 
of the absolute values of its coordinates or an arbitrary norm equivalent 
^in the sense of the convergence) to the first one, then: 
Theorem 3. Let the vector function F(X, U) be defined, continuous, bounded 
on II and let the following conditions be satisfied: 
(17) \\F<X, U) - FIX, V)\\ < \\U - V\\, K > 0 
V 
in the domain II0 = fi° X J~[ {— oo < m < + 00} 
(18) \\F(X, U) - F(X, V)\\ < C\\U - V||«, G > 0, 0 < a < 1 
for (X, U), (X, V) G H, where the constants kj, K, a and m are connected by the 
relation (11) from Theorem 2. Then the initial problem (15), (16) has one and 
only one regular solution which may be expressed as the limit of the uniformly 
convergent sequence {Un(X)}™=1 of the Picard approximations 
U71+1(X) = G0(X) + J d.ai ... J F[S, U„(S)]d/*w, 
V ^ l sr km 
Z-xi Z-'xm 
where Uo(X) is an arbitrary continuous vector function on R and the vector 
function Go(X) is given by the equation 
m 
G0[X)=^y2
 (~1)i_1 fr^t\[D*'1 • • • D*«U{X)] ?'-° 
j=l ii,...,ijli,...,lj xt}=0 
for 0 <h <kh — 1, . . . , 0 < lj < kif — 1 and any combination (ii, . . . , ij) 
of the m natural numbers (1, . . . , m) j at a time (ii < . . . < ij). 
The proof of this theorem coincides formally with that, of Theorem 2 
and will be omitted. 
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E. J u c o v i c , Corrections of my paper „On a problem in map colouring", Mat. casop. 19 
(1969), 225-227. 
(1) I n the 12th line on p . 225 there should be "^ 3 instead of ^ 3. 
(2) The map P in Theorem 3 on p . 226 is supposed to be on the surface of the sphere. 
(3) H. I z b i c k i lectured on simultaneous colouring of elements of a map also at the 
colloquium on graph theory in Manebach 1967. See his paper Verallgemeinerte Farben-
zahlen in Beitrdge zur Graphentheorie, Leipzig 1968, pp. 81 — 83. 
(3) Recently much work was done with simultaneous colouring of edges and vertices 
of graphs (total colouring). For detailed references see M. B e h z a d , The Total Chro­
matic Number of a Graph: A Survey, Proceedings of the 1969 Conference on Com­
binatorial Mathematics Held in Oxford, England, Academic Press 1970. 
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